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Abstract

In this paper, we improve the speaker independent emotion
classification of the CASIA Mandarin emotional speech cor-
pus, which is provided by Chinese-LDC covering four basic
emotions, angry, happy, neutral, and sad. We achieve this by
restoring the human processing on emotion perception with a
three layered model. The three layered model is constructed
with acoustic features in the bottom layer, semantic primitives
in the middle layer, and emotion dimensions in the top layer.
To implement the proposed system, we first investigate the
optimal acoustic feature set that is related to each emotion di-
mension, then mapping these acoustic features to emotion di-
mensions through the estimated semantic primitives by using
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). In addition, with the highly
predicted emotion dimensions, emotional classification pro-
cedure is addressed using the knowledge of commonalities
and differences of humans emotion perception. The exper-
imental results show that improved estimation performance
compared to previous study is furnished.

1. Introduction

Speech is the fastest and the most natural means of com-
munications among human subjects in our daily life. It can
be seen as two-channel mechanisms, involving actual mean-
ing of the communication and several prosodic distinction-
s [1]. The linguistic channel is the main focus for research
in the past which refers to the process of converting human
speech into a sequence of texts. However, despite the great
process made in speech recognition, having a natural interac-
tion between man and machine is still a challenging. One of
reasons is that machine cannot understand emotions of speak-
ers. Hence, researchers now pay more attention to the study
of the second implicit channel: speech emotion recognition,
which aim at extracting emotional states of a speaker from his
or her speech.

To present emotion, linguists have defined categories of the
emotional states, most encountered in our lives. Many re-
searchers followed the palette theory, which sates that any e-

motion can be decomposed into primary emotions. These are
the most obvious and distinct emotions, namely anger, dis-
gust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprised [2]. Whereas, besides
emotional categories, speech is always colored with change-
able intensity of a certain emotion. Obviously, a single la-
bel or any small number of inventories could not fully reflect
the varied emotions conveyed in the daily communication [3].
For this reason, it is widely advocated the use of dimension-
al approach to characterize human emotion, where emotion-
al states are not assorted into one of the primary emotional
categories, but estimated on a numerical scale in a multiple
dimensional space [4].

Up to now, a hybrid speaker independent emotion recogni-
tion system has been achieved by using spectral and prosod-
ic feature set in combination with GMM-based subsystem
and/or SVM-based subsystem from the point of view of cat-
egorical model [5]. In this paper, we improve the emotional
classification result for the same Chinese database from the
point of view of dimensional approach by restoring the hu-
man processing on emotion perception using a three layered
model, which consists of acoustic features in the bottom lay-
er, semantic primitives in the model layer, and emotion di-
mensions in the top layer.

This paper is structured as follows: firstly, database and
elements of the three layers are introduced in section 2, after-
wards selection method of optimal feature set to each emo-
tion dimension and system implementation are presented in
section 3. Finally, the contribution ends with result compari-
son of proposed system and related research, discussion, and
conclusion in sections 4 and 5.

2. Data Source

The CASIA emotional speech dataset is a Mandarin emo-
tional speech dataset developed by the Institute of Automa-
tion affiliated with Chinese Academy of Sciences [6]. It was
recorded by 2 male and 2 female speakers with neutral and
5 categories of acting emotions, including angry, happy, sad,
fear and surprise. The contents consist of two parts, nam-
ing dominant and spontaneous. The utterances of the domi-
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nant contents have at least one dominant word, e.g. ”anger”
or ”annoyed” for angry, ”pleased” or ”joyful” for happy, and
”sad” for sad, etc. There are 100 utterances for each emotion.
The utterances of the spontaneous contents are picked from
news articles, conversations and essays without emotional-
rich words. There are 300 utterances in this part. Each speak-
er utters (100 + 300)×6 = 2400 sentences in total. Among
them, the spontaneous speech can be taken as content aligned
data and the dominant speech are content discriminative. Be-
tween these two categories, the neutral speech can be used as
a complete dataset of 400 utterances because there is no dom-
inant word for neutral. The speech waveforms were recorded
utterance by utterance, sampled at 16 kHz, digitized using
16-bit data and stored in single channel files.

In this paper, 200 utterances from 4 speakers covering 4 e-
motions (neutral, happy, sad, and anger) are selected as initial
step, 50 utterances for each emotion. But due to almost all
the existing emotional speech databases do not well enough
simulate emotions in a natural and clear way, and additional-
ly, our system is proposed by imitating human emotion per-
ception processing on spoken utterances. Therefore, all 200
selected utterances were annotated again using the categori-
cal method by 11 Chinese native speakers (5 females and 6
males). Experimental results finally show that 68 utterances
were recognized as neutral speech, 30, 50, and 50 utterances
were grouped as happy, anger, and sad respectively. 2 spo-
ken utterances can not be classified into any one of the above
four emotional categories. Hence, 198 human-annotated ut-
terances are used in our work ultimately.

2.1 Acoustic Features

In this research, as inputting parameters, acoustic features
are a very crucial part to be studied. Therefore, the most rel-
evant acoustic features which have been successfully used in
related studies were selected. These used acoustic features
can be grouped into five subgroups: 4 F0-related features,
4 Power envelop-related features, 5 power spectrum-related
features, 3 duration-related features, and 5 voice quality-
related features. Eventually, a set of 21 extracted acoustic
features were collected using STRAIGHHT following [7].

2.2 Semantic Primitives and Emotion Dimensions Evalu-
ation

The human perception model as described by Scherer [8]
is a multiple perceptual processing, it was adopted by El-
barougy and Akagi as a three layered model [7], in which
they assumed that human emotional perception not directly
come from a change of acoustic features, but from a small-
er perception, namely adjectives describing emotional voice.
These smaller percepts or adjectives can be used to recognize
emotions of the speaker. These adjectives are: Bright, Dark,
High, Low, Strong, Weak, Calm, Unstable, Well-modulated,

Monotonous, Heavy, Clear, Noisy, Quiet, Sharp, Fast, and
Slow. They are originally from the work [9]. For the evalua-
tion, human listening test is carried out by 10 Chinese native
speakers (5 females and 5 males). Each emotional speech
was evaluated 17 times by subjects, once for one semantic
primitive. Subjects were asked to rate each of the 17 seman-
tic primitives on a five-point scale: ”1-Does not feel at all”,
”2-Seldom feels”, ”3-Feels a little”, ”4-feels”, ”5-Feels very
much”.

Moreover, in this study affective content is characterized
with two emotional dimensions, valence and activation. So
the CASIA emotional database should be annotated using the
dimensional approach by doing human listening test by the
same subjects in semantic primitives experiment. For emo-
tion dimensions evaluation, a five-point scale -2, -1, 0, 1, 2
was used: valence (from -2 very negative to +2 very positive)
and activation (from -2 very calm to +2 very excited). There
were two sessions, one for each emotion dimension. Subjects
were asked to evaluate one emotion dimension for the whole
database in one session.

Before starting the two experiments, the basic theory of
semantic primitive and emotion dimension are explained to
subjects. Then they took a training session to listen to an ex-
ample set composed of 20 utterances, which covered the five-
point scale. The purpose of this training set is to let subjects
understand these adjectives. All stimulus were presented ran-
domly through binaural headphones at a comfortable sound
pressure level in a soundproof room. Subjects were asked to
evaluate their perceived impression from the way of speak-
ing, not from the content itself, and then choose a score on
the five point scale for each adjective. Moreover, the inter-
rater agreement was measured by means of pairwise Person’s
correlation between two subjects’s rating, for each semantic
primitives respectively. Subject’s rating with correlation val-
ue greater than 0.8 will be used. The average of the subjects’s
rating for each adjective and emotion dimension was calcu-
lated per utterance.

3. Features Selection and System Implementation

Reduction of features also often leads to a higher clas-
sification performance. To find features highly relevant to
each emotion dimension, a correlation-based features selec-
tion procedure is performed. Firstly, correlation coefficients
between the elements of the top layer (emotion dimension)
and the middle layer (semantic primitive) were calculated by
correlation function after [7]. Subsequently, the correlation
coefficients between elements of the middle layer (semantic
primitive) and the bottom layer (acoustic feature) are calcu-
lated in a similar way. Thereafter, different highly relevan-
t features have been respectively selected for each semantic
primitive and emotion dimension after experimentation. We
found that, all 17 semantic primitives are of critical impor-
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Table 1: Related acoustic features for each adjective(
√

: used;
−: not used)
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√

−
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−
√

−
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
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√

−
√

−
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
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√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
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−
√ √
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√

−
√ √ √ √

−
√ √

−
√ √
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√

−
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−
√ √ √

−
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Clear
√

−
√

− −
√ √

−
√ √

−
√ √
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√

−
√

−
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Quiet
√

−
√

−
√ √ √ √

− −
√ √ √

Sharp
√

−
√

−
√ √ √

−
√ √ √ √ √

Fast
√

−
√

−
√ √ √

− −
√ √ √ √

Slow
√

−
√

−
√ √ √

− − −
√ √ √

tance to valence and activation. Whereas, for each semantic
primitive, the best optimal feature set is adjective-dependent.
Table 1 has elucidated 13 acoustic features, which are regard-
ed as highly correlated features to semantic primitives. Those
with checking symbols represent selected and used acoustic
features, differently, acoustic features with horizontal lines
are helpless ones.

For constructing proposed speech emotion recognition (S-
ER) system, FIS is utilized to establish the mapping from
acoustic features to emotion dimensions through semantic
primitives. To obtain estimated emotion dimensions, first of
all, each of the 17 semantic primitives in the middle of three
layered model should be predicted separately from specified
checking acoustic features using FIS. Beyond that, the esti-
mation of emotion dimension can be done from 17 estimated
adjectives in the previous part with another FIS.

4. Classification

This section addresses the comparison of classification re-
sults of one previous study and our proposed approach. First-
ly, we present the predicted emotion dimensions for all utter-
ances. Then, scatter plots in dimensional space from human
responses and system’s estimations are discussed. Besides, an
emotional classification method in [9] is applied in valence-
activation space based on the accurate estimation of emotion
dimension. Ultimately, improved recognition rates are attest-
ed compared with previous strategy in [5].

4.1 Emotion Dimensions Estimation
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(a) Human responses
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(b) Estimated by the proposed system

Figure 1: Distribution of the speech utterances in the valence-
activation space

Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) have greatly clarified the
distribution of emotional speech utterances in the valence-
activation space. For the reason that proposed system in this
paper is aiming at restoring the human emotion perceptual
processing on affective speech. To evaluate how closed the
predicted values to the human responses. The mean absolute
error of human responses and system’s estimations is calcu-
lated following Eq. (1).

MAE(j) =

∑n
i=1

∣∣∣x̂(i)
n − x

(i)
n

∣∣∣
n

(1)

where j ∈ {V alence,Activation}, x̂(i)
n is output of the pro-

posed system, x(i)
n is the human responses by using human

subjects, and n is the number of utterances in our database.
Simultaneously, to obtain a baseline for evaluating the esti-
mating precision of proposed system, two native Chinese s-
peakers (1 male and 1 female) are asked to assess valence and
activation for all utterances eight times. Afterwards, the mean
standard deviation (MSTDEV) among human responses from
subjects in the listening experiments is seemed as baseline,
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Table 2: Comparison of human responses and system estima-
tion

Emotion Dimension Valence Activation
MSTDEV male 0.37 0.28
MSTDEV female 0.36 0.32
MAE 0.40 0.28

which calculated following Eq. (2).

MSTDEV (j) =

∑n
i=1

√∑n1

j=m
(xm−µ)2

n1

n
(2)

where j and n have the same definition as Eq. (1), n1 is the
number of times of listening tests (n1=8), and µ is the average
value of one utterance from per subject for 8 times.

As seen from Table 2, MAE of valence from the system is
greater than MSTDEV of human subjects from experiments,
in which the biggest difference is 0.04. But, in view that the d-
ifference of activation dimension of MSTDEV between male
and female subjects has also reach to 0.04. This can pow-
erfully proved that this small differences in valence of MAE
and MSTDEV is acceptable and rational. Furthermore, MAE
of activation from proposed system is less than MSTDEV of
female and male from listening tests, which reflects that al-
l estimated values of activation are within the scope of hu-
man response. Hence with verified results, we can conclude
that, the proposed three-layered model has well restored the
processing of human emotional perception. The system can
easily predict emotion dimensions as human percept.

4.2 Emotion Classification

With the precise estimation of emotion dimensions, our
former investigation in [9] has shown that the direction and
degree from neutral position to other emotional sate’s position
in valence-activation space can be used as distinct features to
recognize basic emotions. So that using obtained accurate e-
motion dimensions in previous section, in this part, according
to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) we will extract these two features to
detect emotion.

angle = arctan(
yE − yN
xE − xN

) (3)

d(E,N) =
√
(xE − xN )2 + (yE − yN )2 (4)

where (xE , yE) is the center position of the emotional state
E, and (xN , yN ) is that of the neutral state N.

The Support Vector Machine classifier with 10-fold cross-
validation method is used to map the extracted direction and
degree into emotional categories. We finally achieve an im-
provement of 23% reduction of classification error in compar-
ison to a previous study on Chinese speech emotion recogni-
tion [5].

Table 3: Recognition Rates for emotional classification of
proposed system and previous approach after [5]
R.R. [%] Neut. Hapi. Anger Sad Ave.
Proposed 96 97 88 92 93.25
Y. Zhou, J. Li(IEICE Trans.,2010) 98 82.25 90.25 94.5 91.25

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a three layered model based
SER system, which has the ability to precisely estimate e-
motion dimensions just as well as humans do. From ac-
curate estimated positions of different emotions in dimen-
sional space, motivated by the knowledge of commonalities
and differences on human emotional perception, two fea-
tures in valence-activation space, i.e. direction and degree
are mapped into basic emotion categories. We attained 23%
noisy reduction rate of emotional classification of the former
related study on Chinese SER [5] using the proposed system.
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